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Every outing is a learning experience.
- Drew Pomeranz

Thursday, 25 March 2021, Kuching - Reinforcing our commitment as PMC of Line 2 (Serian - Kuching) of the Kuching 
Urban Transportation System (KUTS), Maltimur organized a recce from Batu 12 (Depot) to the Ithmus yesterday.

Led by Executive Director Ir Haji Junaidi Sahadan, our KUTS PMC team and technical partner (DRAS Advans Sdn Bhd) 
took to the streets along Line 2, making 15-minute stops at key areas: Batu 12 (Depo), Kota Padawan (Mile 10),                    
Kota Sentosa (Mile 7), Kuching Airport, Simpang 3 and the Isthmus.

While on the road and at each stop, the team took the opportunity to make observations of the traffic, soil conditions, 
surrounding premises and existing structures.

Information collected will prove invaluable for planning and construction particularly for the route alignment, station 
locations, future traffic diversions and challenges when working at areas with peat soil and existing structures.

This will ensure a smoother and cost-efficient implementation when the project commences.

KUTS is setting Kuching abuzz with excitement, with the Autonomous Rapid Transit vehicle being the first in the world of 
its kind to be powered by Hydrogen fuel-cells.

Such a great undertaking is not without its challenges, but with dedication and preparedness, Maltimur will be able to 
deliver a safe and reliable transportation system that our fellow Kuching residents deserve!
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